HOW WE DO WHAT WE DO

WHAT WE DO

Today’s stubborn, pervasive, and
intertwined sustainability challenges often
require bold leadership and visionary
responses. The Office for Sustainability has
a unique approach. We act as a “Do Tank
for Thinkers.” We see every problem as a
design challenge and treat the campus
as a living, learning laboratory for applied
innovation. We focus on understanding the
deep roots of resistant challenges and on
developing and prototyping actionable,
anticipatory solutions that build campus
and community resilience and enhance
well-being for all.
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Our goal is to build a diverse and flourishing
learning community around addressing
these challenges. To do this, we:
• embrace difference and encourage difficult
conversations
• inform, connect, and empower students, staff,
faculty, alumni, and the community
• foster the integration and infusion of sustainability
into research and teaching
• lead with original and innovative research to
address real-world problems
• prototype technical and social innovations and
develop pilot programs
• incubate and catalyze internal and external
partnerships and collaborations
• report on progress transparently and help to scaleup promising, piloted solutions
• recognize and celebrate accomplishments from all
over the campus and community

Sustainability is now embedded in WMU’s
mission and strategic planning process.
We advance the ideal of “doing well by
doing good,” by training and developing
future leaders and change-makers — ones
that are equipped, for example, to help
tackle the ambitious U.N. Sustainable
Development Goals. While we recognize
that we are only at the beginning of this
monumental effort to seed transformative
change, we have much to celebrate.

DISCOVERY DRIVEN,
LEARNER CENTERED
Are you talented, fearless, and deeply
committed to improving quality of life
for all? Have a hankering to make a
difference by taking a crack at complex,
real-world problems? Do you want to
collaborate with bright, like-minded
people that are dedicated to creating a
diverse and inclusive workspace? Then
you are a budding sustainability leader!
Apply to work with us today and
develop your talents! We cultivate
NextGen leaders by helping students
from all disciplines, undergraduate and
graduate alike, to develop the skills,
fortitude, and habits of mind to attack
pressing real-world problems — at all
scales; local, regional, and global. We
hire 25 – 30 student researchers each
semester to learn with us and participate
in programs and projects. Go to the
Office for Sustainability website and click
“Work with Us.”
There are also a host of other, less formal
opportunities to connect with our work,
from volunteering to attending events
and potlucks. To learn more, go to our
Homepage and check out “Events”
and “Opportunities.”

WHAT WE DO: CULTIVATE NEXTGEN SUSTAINABILITY LEADERS

A student-initiated Sustainability Fee helps support
student research jobs, projects, and much more.

The Wesustain Internship introduces students from all
disciplines to sustainability challenges and opportunities.

The competitive, peer-reviewed Student Sustainability
Grant supports projects and research on campus.

Dr. Dorceta Taylor engaging faculty and staff at a
Sustainability Across Research and Teaching event.

Students building a compost hot water heater at WMU’s
Gibbs Permaculture Research and Demonstration Site.

The Office develops resources, such as Catch©, a natural
resources decision making simulation game for all ages.

Dean ‘The Water Bottle Monster’ Simionescu, Gibbs House
Fellow, personifying bottled water waste at Bronco Bash.

OVERVIEW
In 2010, WMU students — motivated by
a vision to advance well-being for all —
had the wisdom, foresight, and moxie
to create the first Student Sustainability
Fee in Michigan. Around the same time,
administrators, faculty, staff, and students
from across WMU were collaborating to
create an Office for Sustainability. The
mission of the Office is to guide and assist
the WMU community in fulfilling and
growing its sustainability commitments.
Through building a diverse and flourishing
learning community around sustainability,
we continually explore and develop
new opportunities to create a culture of
sustainability and improve quality of life for
all. These two early initiatives — and the
broad commitment, energy, enthusiasm,
and hard work that drove them — have
propelled us into our position as the most
decorated Sustainability Office in Michigan.

WMU’S INTERNATIONAL WEGE PRIZE WINNING TEAM

A historic farm house serves as the home of the Gibbs
House Fellowship, which focuses on cooperative living.

WMU continues to reap significant recognition from the
creativity and dedication of students, faculty, and staff.

